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ANTARCTIC

To Antarctica In Autumn
On board the scientific expeditionary vessel Akademik Fedorov, March 27 (TASS), 

stopover in the port of Buenos Aires, the flagship of 
the Soviet Antarctic flotilla once again set course for the shores of Antarctica.

After a short

On this day slightly over two thousand miles 
separate the Akademik Fedorov from the first goal in 
the final stage of its voyage— Princess Astrid Coast in Antarctica, where the station of Novolazarevskaya 
is situated. The sun is still shining brightly and 
the thermometer is still registering quite normal summer air and water temperatures, yet the 
operational reports arriving on board from stations 
and from expeditionary vessels are filled with the 
harsh breath of the approaching south polar winter. 
The southern ocean is restless. In the latitudes of 
the "raging fifties" a force nine storm has engulfed 
the scientific research vessel Professor Zubov, which 
was on course for home. For ten days the gale-force winds would not permit the diesel-electric Mikhail 
Somov to approach the icy barrier at Novolazarevskaya 
in order to unload. Messages came from Molodezhnaya 
and Mirnyi reporting fierce snowstorms. 
once again damaged the antenna at Leningradskaya; at 
Russkaya the velocity of the wind has already 
exceeded 40 metres per second. The inland 
continental station of Vostok, where the air 
temperature has already consistently remained below 
the minus 60 mark, sent a radio report about blizzards with ice needles.

In spite of all this, work programs and 
observations are being carried out. The last 
research detachments of the season are returning from 
their long-range expeditions. Over the course of the coming three or four weeks the Akademik Fedorov will 
visit the coastal stations of Eastern Antarctica and 
near the oasis of Banger, it will take on board the 
scientists and experts who have^completed their work.

The wind

Pravda
28 March 1988
Page 3 (Slightly abridged)
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CONSTRUCTION

On the Arctic Circle
The second start-up unit of the mechanized 

docks of the general-usage supply bases at the townConstruction workersof Labytnangi has come on-line.employed by the "Yamaltransstroi" Association have 
now handed over to the rivermen working for the 
Ob1—Irtysh Steamship Line three hundred metres of 
quays, six portal cranes, a district cargo office, a 
laundry and a cafeteria seating one hundred and fifty 
customers.

This year work in the Arctic circle town 
will begin on the construction of the first phase of 
a residential subdivision for river workers. In the 
programme of the general contractor,"Yamburggazstroi", are plans for the construction of 
a kindergarten to accommodate fifty children and two 
dormitories for young people, each capable of housingIt is estimated that_: hundred and two workers, the construction programme will take two years toone
complete.

Vodnyi Transpost 
3 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

Reconstruction of Savinskii Asbestos/Cement Factory
Completed

Competing in honour of the Nineteenth 
All-Union Party Conference, the workers and 
specialists employed by the Savinskii asbestos-cement
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factory have promised to ship at least six million 
items over and above their planned output to their 
customers before the opening of the Conference.

This above-plan output is almost 
volume to the entire above-plan output achieved 
throughout all of last

equal in
year.

How are the workers planning to achieve this 
The reconstruction of the factory is 

complete and unique production lines
M°re s°Phisticated industrial techniques, 

constant concern with regard to raising the
standards of the workers and wise use of the economic controis exercised by the management are 

also making it possible to speed up the rate at which 
products can be manufactured.

goal? now 
have been

Stroitel’nava Gazeta
2 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

No Further Need To Ship Half-Way RonnH The World
When you look at the blocks of buildings, which have been put up in this 9

^learly h?w much work and expense must have gone into transporting the materials and construction 9 
elements of these buildings over hundreds of 
kilometres, for, in fact, there was no 
housing-construction combine in the town.

new Arctic town, one

rail has come to an^nd?^^^^^^!tfS ^ bY 
large-panel housing construction plant, 
the "Usinskstroi" Association.

own
erected by 

Every year the plant
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will turn out enough building elements for the 
construction of one hundred thousand square metres of 
actual housing space and eighteen thousand cubic 
metres of preassembled reinforced concreteThat means that Usinsk will 
be getting new schools, kindergartens and other 
social, recreational and everyday communal services 
facilities.

construction elements.

The new plant is rapidly being brought up toThis year it willits projected output capacity, begin to produce construction elements for housing 
projects built to the specifications of the advanced 
112 design series.

Pravda
1 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)
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ENVIRONMENTAL protection

Yenisei Sufferings

The Yenisei.cradle of the Siberian cKalact^ “IL^ould^ th* 
this comparison today. The Yenisei is sick 
requires urgent attention. The time has 
speak.frankly about this. And who better than 
Siberians themselves for relatinn ,h3S StrUCk the territory? „e gi?e

and 
come to

T. Ryannel1,
Merited Artist of the RSFSRWas That the Path Chosen...

An indomitable and mightly torrent f m-r-oc,
^4 cloudfoïhsp«y9t; tîe ST

i ;isteiLe^r“acct“i;r?i4 i
h^tory. A history\hllTsT^l ITnt

its

when, after the commissiMLg^f^ie0" irst6*0110" 
hydroelectric power plant, the Yenisei“tapped
dan ;ïf UPtefstredhU?iereadsSSe°sfsiii?rtr- bel°" the

SS' ;^^e^reih^ie S3 s -
of the if 1 Ver re9lon« An uncut forest at the of the Krasnoyarsk sea [sic] brought about 
flowering" of the ultrapristine

The dry and

sun 
bottomtheYenisei waters.
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Not long ago in Lesosibirsk, the heads of 
"KrasnoyarskGESstroi" directorate held a meeting

They appealed for acceleratedthewith local activists, preparation for construction of the next - 
Sredne-Yeniseiskaya - hydroelectric power plant, 
former times such an agenda would provoke only

I recall the rejoicing when
In

universal enthusiasm, 
the Yenisei was dammed in the Divnye and Sayan 

And what a holiday it was when, almost aMountains. _quarter of a century ago, the first impellers of the 
future unique turbines were delivered to Divnogorsk 
from Leningrad. Orchestras thundered, flags blazed, 
ceremonial speeches were heard. But today?

Siberians at the meeting flatly declared 
in their opinion, it would be criminal tothat,construct a new hydroelectric power plant on the

And they appealed to government bodies. Is
The Sredne-YeniseiskayaYenisei.

this merely a chance event? hydroelectric power plant means the flooding of 
hundreds of thousands of hectares of the richest 
Siberian chernozem, the territory1s granary, and the 
destruction of immense Northern coniferous forest 
lands. Such a prospects fails to sink in; it is 
difficult to imagine that in place of taiga and 
plowed land, water will spread out and ruin all 
forest animal refuges, small rivers

Yes, the new cannot be had without losses.
And what is thereBut the losses must be justified, 

to justify to our grandsons and great-grandsons when 
we leave them half-ruined Yenisei, from which it is 
already unwise to drink water and eat fish along its 
entire length because there was no sanitary 
preparation of flooding areas. Are such losses 
justified?



beauty, the "we^y^ars ^ ^
Executive Committee of the Territorial0' •the People’s Deputies prohibit stream dr*S°Vlet °f 
along this river. A decision was taken^9 °f tlmber
The9?tten* Stream driving continues he river was transformed into a pec
depository - clogged from top tobo 
stems, which are then carried

~ and happily 
to this day. 
liar "log 
tom with tree 

out to the Yenisei.

logging at *
height increment they worked with DidiÜ^ What 
sections subject to illegal felling The^ restore 
astonished. This was no? 9* They were

£EHFt- ss s*: F -entsrestoration to half-deserted #St lts
on the

Whence the indifference? 
reasons lies in 
which

h Î!r passion for gigantomania?6 °f the
have suffered for a long time. from 

Grandiose

7

flows into the Yenisei Withientre' the Kacha ^ver

s;ih“ -- - îïî’Ær“with fi rewood ?rSThey ^°nB îhTïïSr.

Bulldozers 
cannot live without 

nothing more than a

plans are only the

area nor the beaver 
obliterated 
the forest. 
sewer.

sanctuary.
A river Today the Kacha is

everything.

n-
 C
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plants, record rates, grand scales - here's what 
we're fed. Of course it would be senseless to shut down the plants today. But let us give some thought 
to the following. On the Kola Peninsula, IV small 
electric power plants stand on small rivers. The 
ecology is fully maintained and as much electric 
power is received as is shared with neighbours, 
territory has a great number of small and medium 
rivers which could be harnessed for hydraulic power.

that this is the path which must

Our

And it seems to me be followed by the USSR Ministry of the Power Industry and Electrification. And not only in our 
territory. The lesson of the Yenisei must not be 
forgotten.

A. Pechenik,
Head of the Yenisei Steamship Line 
They Fell Timber While Logs Sink

Prior to the close of navigation, the 
high-speed diesel boat "Zarya" ran full speed into a 

miracle the sinking ship together with itsThislog. By apassengers was able to be pulled up to shore, 
occurred on the Krasnoyarsk sea, which is tens o 
metres in depth

This was not the first time we were within a 
hairbreadth of tragedy. Each high-speed cruise ship 
runs into logs 10—15 times during navigation, 
resulting in damage to hulls, wings and rotors.

Felled trees are everywhere - in the water, 
of the Yenisei and its tributaries.on the banks . . _ . ..From the mouth of the Angara River right up to the

Arctic Oceans lies a unique billow of logs, 5-6 m in 
height and up to 15 m in width. Millions, tens of



everything on the way, befouling9? th6 taiga' ruining 
waste and disfigured trunks 96 3reaS “ith
after this. It is carelessly ahand^9 San grow there bank. In spring thP lY abandoned on the river
pine all the wav'to ? .C°meS and ca^ies the 
told, Western firms are ^charge^f’«J*1"®' We're 
thrive on the recovery of this ti^lr ^
a i0g6ffot0ryThaa n0t 80 much an ice flow log flow. It is a terrible sight to be
Rivermen know how to handle ice flows but Inn 
flows? Back in 1953 = • . ' Dut log1953# a decision was taken which from

In spring, 
s it does

our

I couldriver fleet as a résultat ?f-°* 1 6 *°sses of the 
peculiar ''flying Hollander ^rsron with these 
latitudes. I could c?tf mî °t °" Siberla" 
human victims, especially among*? ^ eXamples of 
Of small-size craft Bn? am°ng ^ fbermen and rivers 
in Krasnoyarsk Territory, which has^o to explain why considered the country'^'ch^pp! ^ bee"
exnloîL? mentS SXCept firewood -tr.], 
exploitation, as thoughtless, J
of forest wealth is taking place.

of timber
not so much 

rapacious destruction

What happens? 
be carefully taken 
barked and,

When a tree is felled it must 
away from the taiga, thoroughly 

floated down the river to
TraJi0n- The free's been 
decades. This,

none better iîTthe^oJld Pln6' °f Which

as expected, 
the logging and sawmill 
growing in the taiga for 
incidentally, is the 
there is

9

millions of trunks. 
This is Nature did not 

measured wood that is yard, sawn up, included 
remunerated in 
then squandered.

uproot them, 
removed to the lumber 

somewhere in a plan, fully 
awards and decorations, andwages,

rd o

to
 g10 
c

= o
 to



Under the current system it is impossible to 
find a specific culprit. But I think this could 
easily be corrected. Simply introduce marking of 
trunks in order to determine their origin and change 
the system of payment. Let 

timber in general, but 
for processing.

not ofbe
suppliedof whatsawn

In anHow is this done in Finland? 
allotment let us say 100 trunks must be cut. 
rest have still not reached market condition.

The
So

10

run counter to the 
At the time it was statedtoday's perspective would

interests of the State. 1that Yenisei rivermen were obliged to gather all logs 
along the river between the mouth of the Angara River 
and the Igarka River. The same logs thrown about by 
timber industry workers.

At the time when this document first
weak and lackedappeared, the forest industry was machinery. Rivermen were much better equipped.

the situation has radically changed. Each 
timber distribution establishment isToday

logging and ,provided with machinery just like a proper factory.. 
The decision has lost its significance. Moreover, it 
leads timber industry workers to be irresponsible.
And they, sad as it is, are attempting to impose 
fines on... us. In 1986 they brought suit for half a 
million rubles, last year it was 300,000 rubles.

Naturally, the arbitration court refused the 
timber industry workers. But it's not so much the 
money, which will not compensate even a tiny bit for 
the national loss. What rubles can fully pay for the 

destruction of timber, without which 
, no furniture, no children'sthoughtless 

there are no homesIt is destined to rot.toys!

H-
 £
3

O 
to
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exactly 100 are the cut.way to the sawmill Nonetheless, timber 
other things as well, 
year timber will be r strip.
as planned. 
circumstances

The loss of just one trunk on 
. ,must be accounted for. industry workers there count

thisNothing— ^ “ 
more.

An you can

establishment s°meanwhile9cut Te'lT* di=“ibutio„the allotment. They then "rteta Vthlng growing on been cut in actuality The ®ter™1”e how much has Plan and for wag^s ^hey out 2-3 £°r the
same state of affairs exists tlnes
operations.
"technology", 
sawdust.

_ more. TheHere arp -f • St log9ing and sawmill
" tiî f %the f 19'ires : using such 57% of forests go into the 

/ trunks are brought 
a good many are

making of
to the 

warpedevery tenth trunk will sink

For the present industrial log depot, where 
and broken, 
during floating'And later

:°b for rivermen. But w have co"" 9 trees is no Rivers too cannot surviv! £nhou?T" reSOUrce=- 
rivers in the deforested taaaï = f°rests. Small 
shallow and drying up For th already growing detected any dïo^in iheSen^i^T "6 have
This could occur within our ge^rajo^ =UPPly‘
Will occur if we do not ston ^■ Ifc surelyraised over the taiga. P e axe whlch has been

Our Correspondent's Commentary
The thoughts and T. Ryannel' and 

you see, concur in
conclusions of artist steamship line head A. 

many respects. . Pechenik, as The situation is
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from the bottom of theiralarming, and the words come hearts. The times have passed or are passing for the 
unconditional assault on nature and for the 
affirmation of the principle "risk it and forget 

One thing is a shame — many years have beenThe calculations of experts from the Forest 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences reveal that 
current state of affairs the Krasnoyarsk 

to exist by the end of this

it." wasted.Institute 
under the taiga will cease 
millenium.

But it seems public opinion has thus far not 
exerted substantial influence on those same powerThey stubbornly cling to obviously One of the recent examples ofindustry workers, obsolete concepts. this is the construction of the Boguchany 
hydroelectric power plant on the Angara River. 
Before flooding, they left approximately 2 millionThis timber willcubic metres of timber on roots.rot, poisoning the new reservoir and the once crystal-clear Angara River. V. Kuznetsov, head of 
the "Krasnoyarskenergo" directorate, with whom I had 
occasion to meet, urges "not to be overly zealous 
with environmental protection measures. Otherwise, 
he says, we risk disrupting the territory's hydraulic 
power supply. And they continue to plan more plants. Even though the Krasnoyarsk hydroelectric 
power plant functions maximally at half its capacity 
- 5 out of 12 turbine sets have been put into 
service. More, evidently, is not needed. Why then 
such persistence? Is it not because decisions are 
taken somehow or other on the basis of conclusions of 
departmental science, which defends the interests of 
its ministry? Is it not because no one is interested 
in public opinion?
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constructing [fish collectn^-,*urned down the idea of 
the dam of the KrasnovarcV a[ld fish ladders in- and "Frolikh c£ar. hydroelectric power plant 
reaches of the Yenisei A ceased along the upper the Power Industry and*EleS?rificati^SSf, Ministry of

-toÏhfusSH^ini:^^ tfLr6TSt t^Pleetaerdfel^tngat
Wood-Working Industry they^eport^^th^h^617 ^ 
of growth of labour productivi^ ?h rateslonger be tolerated. We feePt^t mUSt
cokenri^n an °pen manner and must necessarily be 
co-ordinated with the USSR Academy of Sciences the HQ of scientific thought. This will ' thelosses and will ward off tîSsî wJo ^ aV°ld 
from nature, mindless of the

no
must be

manyseek only to take consequences.
Trud
2 March 1988 
page 4 (full text)

*Suggested translation of "rybopriyomnik." - Tr.
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MINERAL RESOURCES

Competition Among The Coal Miners
The pace among mining collectives in the 

competition in honor of the XIXth All-Union Party 
Conference is being set by Section No. 7 of the 
11 Vorgashorskaya" Mine, which is supervised by 
Anatolii Pavlovich Potapov, Hero of Socialist Labor. 
This leading collective has taken on an obligation to fulfill its assignment for the [first] three years of 
the Five-Year Plan by June 28.

Since the beginning of the Five-Year Plan 
this Section has brought up to the surface 3,393,000 
tonnes of coal, to be set against its plan of 
3,700,000 tonnes for three years.

Trud6 March 1988
Page 1 (full text)

. Our FutureBulldozing 
by V. Androsenko 
(Magadan Province)

Heavy-duty bulldozers are the principal 
"players" at enterprises of the USSR Ministry of 
Non-Ferrous Metallurgy engaged in the mining of 
precious metals. Only these machines are capable of 
moving 280 million cubic metres of rock annually - a 
volume stipulated in "Soyuzzoloto1s" [All-Union 
Association for the Goldmining Industry, USSR 
Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy] plans.



It was hard to strange but true: expect anything else, 
machinery is intended 
yet tryouts

It's 
for use

were conductedaMd<-M^allUf9ical c°mbine 
Metallurgy) in Irkutsk 

ly winter

thismostly m the Far North,
?uqq5eM^°fShUnOVO Minin9 (USSR Ministry of Ferrou
Province at
of -21 - -22°C.
did the

average temperature 
ng the tryouts

sOnly on some days c 
mercury dip down to -45.4°c.

15

Until:ratr"- "catê?phi^“S ïïîiSSïî;.'
SSüSi-y ” *

p!
instructed concerned min^ftri'es^o” Nove^er 1987
for equipping goldminina *° work out a program
machinery. The "T-500" tr rprises with Soviet-made Cheboksary Industri!?°Tr“?“°^|î°tcea « the 
prototype for the new bulldorer-rîppe- ?!*? 38 the 
fitted with mounted equipment at thS of* . s
^îo'ÏSSiïï.SîLîr M-«-ry pïant Utamak

such as 
were used job well, but

?rainohH^a?h;aUra„nd“L^;î;UnSts-
ProtltypïîÆSn^.^"-
absence of

long-awaited
was, to putAmong the

cab-i an automatic emergencydbrLelnerS
cabin-controlled anti-fire sv^tol / .attachment; the non-airtight^î!
housing of batteries in an unhlîtîl Î cabln- 
arrangements of the operator's îeîr c?mPart”>®nt, 
most important point is that thebulldn?£S' etCl 
operate only at temperatures do™ “rthough the All-Union State Stan^T Î ?? C' even 
temperature threshold of down to -GO^c"18 f°r 3 lower

are the 
system, a

poor
Thecan

C 
H-

W rC
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that no soonerIt's no wonder, therefore, 
had the new machines shown up at the11 Severovostokzoloto11 and "Yakutzoloto enterprises 
than they literally started cracking, 
appearing in the bogie frames# back axles and mounted 
equipment; the hydraulic system proved to be

The average time between failures was 70 
running hours instead of 170 hours according to the 
memorandum of instructions. For the sake of 
comparison, I will add that the same indicator for 
imported bulldozers operating here is 337 hours.

Cracks began

unreliable.

Output also leaves much to be desired.
320,000 cubic metres of

In
one year the "T-500" moves, while the "Komatsu" and "Caterpillar" tractors 

423,000 and 461,000 cubic metres, respectively.soil
move

Miners could still have reconciled 
themselves to all these defects and omissions. It 
was the bulldozer's cost that floored them.

By joint decision of three Union ministries 
- the USSR Ministry of Tractor and Agricultural 
Machine Engineering, the USSR Ministry of the 
Construction, Road, and Municipal Machinery 
Industries and the USSR Ministry of Ferrous

- the wholesale and cost of the new 
bulldozer was set at 134,000 rubles, 
customers. Miners reacted with understanding to an 
increase in the price of machines from the pilot lot 
to 327,000 rubles. It was clear that so long as the 
bulldozer was not going unto quantity production, it 
would be more expensive to produce.

Metallurgy It suited the

But the supplier retained this high price
By takingfor series—produced machines as well, 

advantage of their monopoly position, producers are 
putting consumers in a very difficult position.now



"We
F~--

braiko, general director of "Severovo to 
The lat st happening is most graphic G 
Deputy hairman of the USSR Council 
January of this year obliged the US

Ministry^f W|Tr act or and^g^cuitCraf mÎLTSR
RSad?e”âlû„,t=hîP^SMR,c^^7I°d£u^=1C°nstru=tion.

Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy a^d^ther® USSR
___ , _ carefully examine thecost of the bulldozer-ripper,

V.

Ministers
State Comm

in'

concerned organizations to 
question of the

taking

Men ' shov, i?° *
Association, 
worksites we 
"T-500's" wh

A.ii *. ■ _ the evWithout heavy-duty bu 
nnot fulfill the plan,

financial abys .W®Th2 current., thr?win9 us into a 
after overhead costs ara 5 leS price means that
balance price of aHn!.fn nto account, the
will reach 420,000 rublls^n thePK°fUCedrbUlld°Zer 
476.000 rubles In
ofebillfl^ted ™achines- In terms of the bulldozers received and of the
earthwork, this produces
of operations of

at
and the

twice as high as 
total number 

entire volume of
in .an annual rise in the10 million rubles." cost

. • hS enterprise has shifted to cost

Where else? Thai- i = -u are development fund.
for decades in a^ry'huïï ïlTlTi \T ^ foreseeable future remain there for the
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into account the cost previously established in the 
memorandum of instructions and proceeding from the 
desire to assure the profitable operation of these 
machines at mining enterprises.
conference attended by all the above-mentioned sides 
ended unsuccessfully.
Ministry of the Construction, Road, and Municipal 
Machinery Industries flatly refused to supply 
bulldozers at previously approved prices because of 
the supplier's economic difficulties.

The supplier attempts to resolve 
all his economic difficulties at the expense of the 
consumer.
urgently "pushing it."management for them means increasing the prices of 
their products. Do they understand what will come of 
an acceleration in the [expense mechanism?]*. Houses 
"crushed" by an every more expensive bulldozer - 
this is not the result people expect from economic 
restructuring.

A February 15
A representative of the USSR

Indeed.
Many departments are 

Restructuring the system of
The idea is not new.

no,

Sotsialisticheskaya 
Industriya 

17 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)

* suggested translation of "zatratnyi 
mekhanizm." Tr.



new explosive?C1UnlikeSthf tradit* h&?e develoPed

x;.î"*:ïï IF"'-"up,

_0 . , , fhe use of this new explosive will cost of blasting by one half, 11
quality of the product 
to this conclusion after 
explosions.

cut theand will improve the 
Specialisttesting these "merciful"

considerably. came

Sotsialisticheskaya 
Industriya " *

Id March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)

Coal Production Up at Inta Mine

Party ConSence^sbeSom?"0" °£ the 19th All-Union 

has exceeded the plan by 50,000 tonnes. SU tS< Xt

Sovetskaya Rossiya
11 March 1988
Page 1 (slightly abridged)

Merciful Explosion
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OIL AND GAS

There Are No Laggards
The Tyumen drillers have managed to complete 

their two-month assignment for completing and handing 
over oil wells more than a full day ahead of the 
previously planned date.

"The most important thing is that there are 
no laggards among us at the time," said K. Katin, 
deputy head of Glavtyumenneftegaz [Tyumen Main 
Administration of the Petroleum and Gas Industry], 
"All 38 directorates for drilling operations have 
completed their drilling assignments, 
to drill three hundred more wells with the same 
number of workers as last year.changeover to new management practices has affected 
things."

We were able
That is how the

Sovetskaya Rossiya
1 March 1988 
Page (full text)

A Seventh Deposit
Khanty-Mansiisk (Tyumen Oblast). Today an 

important supply of petroleum was brought into the 
new Vostochno Erginskii Field of the"Yuganskneftegaz" [Yugan Petroleum and Gas] Combine. 
This is the seventh deposit to be discovered by 
geologists since the beginning of the year.

Pravda
12 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)
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Credit With Future Oil As Collateral

lîavtyum%^fttgaz*Vl?uedVtheh-h‘e£ engl"eer °£ 
h”a °£ tha mÎÏÏ'Ïc^icï'Ste.^ £%“■&•»*

Our

so-called^first ^anla^d^f1568 
accounting; after all the 
60% of the profits 
However,
balanced.

are following the 
Profit and loss 

payments have been made, 
goes to the Main Directorate. i!“ Past- the Plans are “It fSuC 

_ . . Thls factor has stood in the Y
coping with centralized 
extremely profitable, 
plans was previously 
compassion and to 
conditions

, . . . way of our"SiiS'îüï; unbalanc^of3re 

exposed for show, to evoke 
appeal for assistance, new 

now compel us to turn to different 
For example, we know that billions 

q. v. , 9as byproduct is burned Such must not be tolerated 
collective has set the 
this gas by 1990. 
for this are

tactics. 
metres of of cubic

up in the fields. 
Ourgoal of 90% utilization of

stm inLmiuitlnviitrrts aii°cated
would have knocked on the doors'of SiSutfüî' ”
impracticability°of 1theSgoal “i* „
to the bank, and receiled a ionn ! i we have 
600.000,000 roubles l^VrlTilVV^ °£

any longer.

and the
prove the

gone

Tyumen Oil and Gas Industrial 
USSR Ministry of the Oil 
transi.

Combine of the 
and Gas Industry -
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How are the combines coping? The orders 
received by them from the state aren't balanced with 
the resources either.

The Var’yegan combine, for example, which 
has lagged behind for many years, has applied for a 
long-term loan, and got it. Others are still 
thinking about it but they may be too late.

Let us say, a mining enterprise 
considers the situation on the basis of the available 
statistics, i.e. to contract the construction work 
out to other organizations, or to develop its own 
analogous organizations which would not be interested 
in inflating prices. We know that this has made the 
contractors nervous because an element of competition 
has appeared.

Various
situations arise.

Unfortunately, the new methods of management 
not yet being introduced in the lowermost

Collective contract
The people do

are
collectives, the brigades, 
agreements are made under pressure, 
not believe that the administration will ensure a 
steady supply of resources.
Gossnab*; the transfer of some of its functions to 
territorial offices has created a certain amount of

Much depends on

confusion.
How are the other parties behaving?
The power-industry workers are just as

At the end of the year, a
Thisirresponsible as ever, 

great deal of oil was lost because of them.

* state Committee of the USSR Council of 
Ministers for the Supply of Materials and 
Machinery - transi.
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mattercontract°ha=rhin9 “î incorrect fulfillment of a 
' 1Ï see^L^ha/tu^out'0 board.

_ We are hoping that this working conditions.
Until

are

will improve our

that the oil-industry workerE^oftesterr^sSberi3^
and^then^Jflearn that^Glavt'
Diecefl of machinery. What htppenll?9** 9aVe UD 5°"

difficult^eshevenenow^e,However1Pin"th “e're haVin9
or tractor was often discarded ox used' fo“ 3 trUCk 
parts after only two years of use. 
loss accounting is teaching

spare 
Today, profit and 

economical.us to be more
Take the problem of prices w» m =

whïrë”sC°K?zn°r Stati°nS for 30.o6o-40.Sooereas Kazankompressormash" charqes 250 non
SlS,oSS‘roûbleSftMÏat"Sra™hin9 B^tion'^ts us
800 000 roubles! «
Building and the Ministry of the Electrical 
Engineering Industry and Power 
increased their prices 
roubles over 
the same, 
their debts.

our own 
roubles,

Machine
Machine Construction 

on machinery by 17,000,000 one year, but its performance Their excuse is that they have to 
Only last year, 

uncomplainingly.We now

remained
Pay offwe were signing these 

After all, that State 
agree to pay higher prices

agreements 
was paying! 
if there is onlycause to.
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Our estimates have shown that an 
unsubstantiated annual increase in prices on machinery and equipment amounted to 14%. Something

It is difficult to opposemust be done about this, 
ambitious suppliers singlehandedly.

Obviously, the State Committee on Prices 
should set a price limit for different categories of 
the most important machinery. On the other hand, why 
can't the oil-industry workers share some of the 
profits with the machine builders for a number of 
years if the new machinery is more efficient than the 

In the end, they will get a higher price, but 
not right away; this means that there will be an 
incentive to make the machinery more efficient.
old?

Sovetskaya Rossiya
17 March 1988
Page 1 (slightly abridged)

Underground Reserves
Tyumen oil prospectors have expanded 

underground reserves by several tens of kilometres.
A significant inflow of oil was received yesterday at 
the new Eastern Erginsky oil deposit of the 
"Yuganskneftegaz" combine. This is the seventh oil 
deposit discovered by geologists since the beginning 
of this year.

Sovetskaya Rossiya
12 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)
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New Wells at the Orekhovn - 
Deposits Yermakovsk and Ketovsk

the ObDrî“r?9 ^i^hlSTSS “f^1*** b*"*

Ketovsky deposits This • ma*uvsKy and
123t000rooo'tthe
1 <2-d, 000,000 tonnes of oil for the •-n^f^er

fulfill the^tasks o^hff*£.

S11"?10"
been accomplished by the well-overhan? ?*“ alraady 
Nikishin of I^rnogorneft". and V. Martov and"'B. Galiv of

Sovetskaya Rossiva
11 March 1988
Page 1 (slightly abridged)

Construction To Begin On New Gas Pipeline

KiK:E:EB:BS£‘Er,;.uninhabited Taimyr and Gyda tundra 
polar rivers and Taz Bay. The builders°of thî ‘M °fgas
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pipelines are beginning their continuous shift work 
in the polar region. Norilsk workers have been commissioned to lay 130 km of the condensate pipeline.

Sotsialisticheskaya
Industnya

13 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

The Oil of Langepas
This year, the oilfield workers from the new 

town of Langepas have brought up more than fifty 
thousand tonnes of oil over and above their assigned 
production targets.gratifying, is rendered all the more significant by 
several other circumstances

This fact, which is in itself

First of all, the oilfield workers began the 
Five-Year Plan period chronically behind their

In fact, they were two years It was only with the
newproduction targets, behind the Siberian workers, transition to the new system of economic management 
that they were able to get out of this impasse. -

Recently "Langepasneftegaz" has been 
producing approximately one thousand tonnes of oil 

and above their planned output every day.
Izvestiya 15 March 1988 
(full text)

over



Altogether in the course of the 
season, this exemplary brigade will 
for welding together two hundred 
kilometres of the pipeline 
to increase the amount of work u 
Pipeline welding assembly line 
the transition to the collective 
labour organization

current
be responsible 
seventy

It became possible 
eved once the new had come on line and 

contract system of

and
route.

was complete.
Stroitel'naya Gazeta
4 March 1988
Page 1 (full text)

Seeking the Underground Riches of Yamal
I ni A.drill-team, led by drill-master

Ï11' w*° 15 well-known throughout the Far North and who is employed by the deep-drillinq 
expedition operated by the "Severspetsburgaz'^Trust 
has completed drilling Its first operational borehole

27

On Gas Pipeline Routes

The welders' brigade led employed by Construction and Installation
Trustn\Sstrs^e°dninNgO-up0i?sf 5£,■

links, heading for^h^head^ec^ion of t£e gas"6'^ 
yeaî in^he1. Start,at the Yamburg field. _ 
Nineteenth Part^Sonference?^^ ^ h°n°Ur
as early as February.

by V. Shiryaev and

This
of thethey reached that figure

•H
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the Bovanenko field in the Yamal region. The new 
field is being made ready for commercial operation. 
Another drilling rig has already been installed on 
the rigging platform. Within the next few days it 
will begin a four-kilometre move over the snow-covered tundra to the drilling site of a new

The leading rig-operators have started aborehole.fierce competition in honour of the Nineteeth All-Union Party Conference. In the course of the 
competition all the rig-teams have been achieving the 
record work targets, which they under took as part of 
their socialist obligations.

Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya 
31 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)
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POWER GENERATING STATIONS

Will The Angara Be Navigable?
- Las? year the Angara was dammed at the site!notîL rwU anSk«Hydr0electric p°wer Station. For 

nother three or four years river craft wi l i
to pass through a temporary lock, but then when the6
water storage basin begins to fill up, this will nolonger be possible—the absence of installât^the hydrosystem to allow the passage of ieîseïïwi?!
and^timber ^fts^ ^ PSSS^e vessels

And what is the result of this? The 
transshipment of timber and freight will becomei^t^s^s^iïrsssiïrwill be piled up on the bank and then trucks will transport them downstream over a distance o? 32 
kilometers to a point where the logs will aaain h- tied together to form timber-rafts and haul^ri f on to Lesosibirsk. Thousands and thousands further 
of freight will be transshipped in this
„ . None of this' however, bothers the powerengineers in the least. Why the power engineers? 
Because in recent years the decision to hate 
to have installations in hydrosystems 
passage of vessels has rested with decision has usually been against 
facilities.

of tonnessame manner.

or not to permit the 
And thethem, 

having such

State Instituteefor^Planningain"River^Transportat
takes a different view. Instead of l timber-^ndî°"] 
depot and a freight-storage terminal port, they haiS
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designed timber-raft passage installations for this 
site. They based it on a plan for a canted, balanced vessel-lift of lateral arrangement. The chamber for 
transferring vessels and rafts is moved by means of 
multi-dragline mining machinery that is being mass 
produced in the Soviet Union for the mining 
industry. But the great reliability of these 
installations, which has been confirmed by years of 
experience in operating similar facilities, positive 
reports from design and scientific organizations, and 
even the excellent evaluation given by Yenisei river transport workers have been unable to convince the 
S.Ya. Zhuk "Gidroproekt" Institute [S.Ya. Zhuk 
All-Union Planning, Surveying and Scientific Research 
Institute] of the need for such installations.

What is the reason behind such an 
"unwavering" position? It would seem that even the 
cost of constructing a vessel-lift is less than that 
of constructing a timber-storage terminal and port by 
almost 18 to 20 million rubles and that the annual 
expenditure for operation would be lower by 4.6 
million rubles; nor have the experts at "Gidroproekt" 
been able to find any fault in the engineering aspect 
of such construction. The reason is apparently to be 
found in the fact that vessel-lift installations- 
would become part of the budgeted cost of the hydro 
system and would reduce the index of relative capital 
investment per kilowatt hour of output. And this is the index that is currently of decisive importance 
for the planners.

But what about the increased operational 
expenditures for the transshipment of timber? Don't 
they embarrass the authorities at "Gidroproekt"? It would appear that they do not. And the reason for 
this is clear. The fact of the matter is that these expenses are in no way reflected in the operational
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indices of the hydroelectric station + belong to the forest workers Î 6Xpenses
approach to solving importé “ ® Ve have a basic
is known as departmentalism °nomic Problems; it

œss ii SFrconsumes thousands of tonnes of fnîf °r that itrequires outfitting2 i o£ fue1' or even that itfor the depot personnel?19* reslden«^ settlement

visible r:hrr9le eIemantary design is clearly 
The .ost^mpSrt^nt^hing'fo^tS"0 SXSte” Pinners, 
such installations to be part oltil hvf t0 Permit" 
and this was done at the Irkutsk ^ydro system'
Bratsk hydroelectric power station" Anl^f th\ 
interrupted navigation at those points then ïh“ issue of permitting the passai L , the
outfitting the Ust'-Ilimsk Hydroelectric Wh<m 
Station simply disappears. That is how the
"dead"? b69an t(? ®how man-made (and at the dead ) seas without ships or navigation 
Meanwhile, millions of tonnes of 
Irkutsk to Bratsk and Ust1 -Ilimsk and^n + vSS from 
direction by railroad—one and a half Jo . 6 °Pposite more than by the storage lake. “ to two times

Power
map of 

same time,

stage of pîanningn!;e=r:nstîdnLathîondïsrlïïvetneiinjtlal 
proper form to the issue of orqanizino th due and navigation at the hydrosystem litef S2t £w9h 
subsequently such navigation installaf 
excluded from the basic facilites 
hydrosystem, even in opposition to 
Gosplan and Gosstroi USSR.

areof the 
the views of
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Thus, for example, as long ago as 1976 the 
expert commission of Gosplan USSR recommended that 
construction of a vessel-lift be undertaken at the 
site of the Sayano-Shusha Hydroelectric Power Station 
and that it be brought on stream in 1992. 
Nevertheless, the USSR Ministry of Energy and 
Electrification did not make up its mind to carry out 

And what was the outcome of this? Nowthis task.the leadership of the Tuva ASSR has begun to raise 
the question of providing transportation on the 
Sayano-Shusha Reservoir by outfitting a transshipment 
port at the site of the power station, the 
unsuitability of which had already been demonstrated 
by the expert commission of Gosplan RSFSR—back in 
1968 As things now stand, a water passage from 
Baikal to the Yenisei does not exist, and even at the 
final stage of the cascade at the Boguchansk 
Hydroelectric Power Station all possible measures are 
being taken in order not to install installations to permit the passage of vessels—installations that in 
one year would dispense with transporting 1.2 million 
cubic meters of lumber at a cost of 3.70 rubles per 
cubic meter and would do this over the course of
decades.

It is to be hoped that Gosplan USSR will 
examine this matter thoroughly and will make a 
decision that would make it possible to satisfy the 
interests of different branches of the economy. 
Right now it is necessary to consider all expenses 
and revenues, and not just the cost of construction 
alone.

One would think that the RSFSR Ministry of 
River Transport would take a more active stand in 
regard to this issue, especially when one considers 
possible future hydro construction on the rivers of
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Siberia and the Far East.
vessel-lift*!™?*?^??* the construction of 
essei lift installations at the sites of >vi ,-tv,

voltage hydro systems, which will allow river 
transport to utilize large water storaLt 
construction of installations to lïî^the ti?2nah""" passage of timber-rafts at «.>, ! tne throughHydroelectric Power station^ °f the Boguchansk
step in this dI?ecfion? 0 W°Uld be Seen as a first

The current restructuringmust

The

Vodnyi Transport 
g March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

Equipment Shi 
Power Station ed to Site of Adycha Hydroelectric

The convoy of heavy-cargo BelAZ and Kri? 
trucks from the directorate of "Vilyuygesstroi" 
Cvilyuy Power Plant Construction! naiL ,
A^chî?^^^rttLeSp^L^cL^^er?a^^^0d^r^EKt0
to^h^co^truction^ecio^ ^'

Hydroelectric Po„2? It^fon?*
power th* airP°“ ^road t^the'1

three

new

Sotsialistecheskaya 
Industriva Tb March 1988 

Page 2 (full text)
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SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES

An Unsolicited Ordeal
The facts reported to the editor's office by 

employees at the infectious disease unit of the 
Muezerskii Central Rayon Hospital were scandalous : 
"Our situation is critical. The rooms are stuffy and 
they stink. The toilets do not work; in the entire 
department there is only one solitary washbasin. It 
is crowded. Meanwhile, the new brick wing has been 
standing empty practically since the day it was 
completed, since remaining there for more than an 
hour is dangerous for a healthy individual, let alone 
for a patient—it is cold and damp and the air is 
stiffling..."

The hot water was finally turned on "in 
honor" of the journalists' arrival at the hospital (the first and only time before this occasion had 
been on the day that the wing was completed). On the 
other hand, everything else remained exactly as it had been described in the letter. The [old] wooden 
wing did not look like a medical facility, on the 
contrary, it looked like a breeding ground for - 
infection. It was freezing cold in the new, deserted 
building and, in fact, it produced a feeling that it 
wasthe street.

much colder in the rooms than it was outside in

The agony of the Muezerskii Hospital began 
in 1970, when one of the two wooden wings was 
attacked by fungus, old wing and to build a new one in its place—a brick 
wing.

It was decided to pull down the
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The initial cost of the project—83.000

sEeH—ras-BiSE-moreover, was put down on the bare cement as an
tnTiz ignoring ai1 thSe“irs;scol? -P °teStS °f the Physicians, the State 
b Slon signed the acceptance report for the

ng, and a dedication ceremony was held for the

îsssi- Tl

rubles-

i ts
in

r“ngrZ; =?ay;?
S™ cLuteaer:V' DePUty Chalr"an °£

a . T . Hl have been working here too short a time 
a2d! 1 haVf, no^ yet 9°t my bearings completely " 
declared V. Kilkoev, First Secretary of the 
arty Committee—who has, as a matter of fact 

occupying this post for two years already 
they come up with the necessary resources * for 
-*■ H figure out something..."

incraibirca‘oi=es^SÎAn;0a‘riÏÏ"^“:Sth°eroraeal
andathers?afl ofIhe^iezerlkii SSspUa^ Patients

Trud
15 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)

, . the Rayoncould only spread his hands.

Rayon 
been 

"Well, if
me,
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"Kvorum" Organizes A Record Library
A Komsomol and youth organization of an 

unusual kind has begun to function at the base camp 
of the "Sevstroimekhanizatsiya" Trust.

The Trust is laying down a mainline railroad 
track across the Yamal peninsula—from the station of 
Obskaya to the Bovanenko Gas-Condensate Deposit. 
Having established the "Kvorum" [Quorum], twelve 
young enthusiasts have taken on the task of 
organizing leisure time activities for all the young 
boys and girls at this Arctic construction project.

Here we can find discussions of 
controversial contemporary issues, a fashion modeling 

the "Buratino" Animated Film Café [Buratino1sshow,
Adventures is the title of Aleksei Tolstoy's 1936 
Russian adaptation of Pinocchio—Tr.], and a studio 
for recording popular music 
cooperative has been initiating valuable, active 
recreation for young people on the spot at sites 
along the future northern railroad, in every shift 
camp and railroad settlement.

The "Kvorum"

Izvestiya 
14 March 1988 
Page 4 (full text)

Norilsk Mining and Metallurgical Combine Shows The
Way In Social Services

The Heart of the Matter; The Norilsk Mining 
and Metallurgical Combine offers each of its workers 
morethe Soviet nonferrous metallurgical sector as a whole.

than twice the paid services offered throughout
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A View from the Window

Last Arctic night, a neon sign readina 
apartment repairs" started to shine over the arch 

leading to our courtyard. I would haup „ _ • some thought, as the wife had aljfady intimljed £hat 
the time had come. Before, when there waïonïy oïe

s.*5there being a waiting period of six months.

"We are still notlast year we managed to repair 8,000 apartment^ and 
this year we'll do 10,000," says A. Semenov department head. "We will gradually ?”t ?o'the 
where anyone who submits an application will 
to wait longer than two months for repairs. "

point 
not have

"Noril1skremstroiusluga" 
specially-equipped centres where 
of the finished repairs 
This service is not 
"freshen

accepts orders at 
one may view models 

or consult with a designer.
h , . 3ust for those who would like to

. up" their dwelling. Should 
obtained an authorization to 
construction wish to have 
finishing done to their unit,

someone who has 
an apartment under 

"above-limit"
they may do

some
so.

, XT gome information. "Remstroiusluga" is part 
of the Norilsk Mining and Metallurgical Cnmhin *P 
"Noril'skbyt" Production Associât^ <mun?cipaî = 
housing management, children's pre-school 
institutions), in the non-productive sphere of whiov, approximately 40,000 people work. "Norivlkbvt" 
maintains the entire housing stock of Norilsk U) 
Talnakh, Kaierkan and Dudinka, (b) takes in il,and 2B“\erS 4t back Pressed, (c) "^^'.^u^eï 
and bath-house rooms, (d) provides delivery 1
services... Last year the enterprise undertook the
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manufacture of in-built kitchen and children's 
furniture, as well as a mini-stadium. If necessary, 
they will tile floors and walls for you, replace the 
tub and sanitary fittings, install a chandelier or 
cornice, a new lockservices, everything from horseback riding for adults 
and children to ritual [services].

replace and winterize the front door, put in The list includes dozens of "other"

Why Does the Combine Need This?
The industrial complex and giant of 

nonferrous metallurgy known as the A.P. Zavenyagin 
Mining and Metallurgical Combine, which functions 
stably and profitably, hands over almost a third of 
its capital investments to the social sphere. And 
these investments are needed in the Far North: 
people live in latitudes where mines and factories 
would have shut down long ago were it not for a 
reliable system of life support. Because of its 
geographic position and regional autonomy, the combine was forced to solve all problems on its own. 
This gradually became the norm, even after the first 
enterprises of the RSFSR Ministry of Consumer 
Services began to appear in Norilsk.

Today, consumer service workers have 
expanded their operations throughout the entire

The local consumer service establishmentregion.consists of 125 studios, workshops, integrated 
reception centres at industrial enterprises, in

dormitories and simply in microdistricts,
Theworkersnot to speak of [consumer-service outlets]*. 

mining and metallurgical combine is not obliged to
itself with the sewing and mending of clothingoccupyand footwear, dry cleaning, coiffure, the work of
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êfr;irv?ceeîiSami0VallS (aPPr°xi™ately 600 kindsEEiP-sBsd5::;S3f“Ftheir current^prosperity^nerS ^ metallur9ists for

s^vîce'ilE^F administrât? ve^and^onsumer” t0 
In this „i ®^>11=hment °£ the copper-smelting plantiïtih:«ssïratbïii2:s.^ere^ï: ri;ed- 'to an integrated generall^v^-cenï^ X?e ^°”

ÎrÆÛlÏÏtr - - the^startafter the shift.” y°Ur wardrobe' cleaned and pressed

200 kinds of services. With no waitinglines.

Consumer service workers as well as metallurgists, transport workers and nnwPr ? miners, 
workers receive apartments in buildinqs buiit^^ïï 
Norilsk combine, in addition to pass^to iealt£ the 
homes and to the combine’s preventive clinic 
“ la Perhaps the most important facet of the 
Norilsk experiment. It makes no different 
dwellers which consumer service belongs to which1 Y ministry, so long as it is there. Whlch

And

* Suggested translation of " doma byta".
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Food for Thought
As recently as three years ago, wine and 

liquor topped the list of what Norilsk residents 
spent on leisure items, far ahead of the other 
"prize-winners" (radio and toy purchases) 
rubles per year, per capita, including unweaned 
babies.
services of sports facilities.

304
608 times less was spent on payment for the

Today the situation has changed somewhat. 
Although not at the expense of an increase in 
"sports" expenditures, but as a result of a decrease 
in liquor sales - a largely administrative measure. 
The effect of such a step will be short-lived if the 
other end of the "yoke" is left unloaded not only 
with the corresponding product demand, but also with 
numerous good services. The search for liquor most 
often begins when it is useless to search for 
something else.

The accounting of this problem is not 
arithmetic. It can in no way be said that if a 
person spends ten rubles on a membership subscription 
to a health group, his contribution to the liquor 
department's earnings will go down by the same - 
amount. And no one is preparing to cheat Norilsk 
folk out of their earnings. On the contrary, let 
them save their money for a car, a dacha, a holiday...

Much is need right on the spot - before and
more than aMuch is already appearing :after work.

hundred self-paying personal-interest groups - from 
dog-breeding to the study of foreign languages and 
Esperanto.

The question might be asked : are Norilsk 
residents not abusing the shift from formerly free 
services to paid services? Certainly not 1 Although



a?a th.» pis^nrsts-s'^f.^^»-
items sold on a commission basis mav k0 J,îiïvelh°me- At the "Tkani" ifabrîcïFstore6 
they will cut out a purchased length of material for you or even baste a new costume. In 19R7 2? °rvolume of paid services rendered by th! Jombinl1, 
enterprises has increased by almost rubles. four million

I can cite the following wonderful winter day, calm weather, 
tee-free palace on the banks of the
"">^“^‘^“1“*^ rdth6e° ItTll
per d^vïï^^UÏ^ 3 °£ “*

two

US .

still not î!v Î9 d metallurgical combine has 
14 o? ^?k6n advanta9e of such opportunities Its 14.1% of city earnings from services to the ploole ^

wild de2rSfSr t^mahogai^veneer^5 " eVer^hing «rommay
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»hiS PefhaPs might sometimes 
Free is not always the best 

cheaply obtained is thusly
not be a bad thing.

verypromo; what is valued.

And Others
Other consumer service supporters (for consumer services are not the chief Preoccupation^ 

have followed close behind the city's mining and
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The "Noril1sktruboprovodstroi"metallurgical combine.
Trust - an organization subordinate to the USSR Ministry for the Construction of Oil and Gas 
Production Industry Installations - found it possible 
to render not only transport services, but also to engage in the repair of household appliances, in 
addition to the organization of pay parking lots.
The Norilsk installation administration 11 Sibmontazhavtomatika" of the USSR Ministry of 
Installation and Special Construction Operations 
gladdened city residents by beginning to accept 
orders for the manufacture of all kinds of everyday
items.

But much is still lacking : porters at 
airports, home delivery of airplane tickets, advance 
reservation of hotel rooms in centres frequented by 
"non-official holiday-makers" from Norilsk. This was 
what was suggested by television viewers during a 
recent "open-line" show at a local studio. There is 
a lack of automotive maintenance services :[an abbreviation for Volga Automobile Plant - tr.] 
service station last year provided 212,000 rubles 
worth of services, whereas three well-equipped 
automotive establishments provided only 12,000 rubles 
worth.hospital, in a conversation with me self-critically 
assessed the "poor contributions" of physicians ; 
let's assume someone is not able to go for a holiday because there is no one with whom to leave the 
elderly relatives...

The City Soviet of People's Deputies, true, 
is not about to rely only on the effect of 
self-criticism.feverishly working on the preparation of a 
a government order for paid services." The 
government order is being drawn up for an immediate 
two-year period

the "VAZ"

E. Klimov, head physician at the municipal

The executive committee is now"draft of



points of 
the second,

Dublin t °ne point has already been satisfied: a
and

Izvestiva
7 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)

The Winter Fishing Season
On the Kamchatka Peninsula the fishino 

season lasts all year round. Of course at t->v °f Year it takes a lot more effort to catîh î!^S S
tonne of fish than it does during the summer 6rY 
However, winter, too, produces its own ■^™!'£or exa”Ple- lax9e numbers of seafo^-!oier= 
sometimes even neglecting their own safptv I ^beys and straits of the ocean in Se !L T the 
catch tasty smelt. Then again commercial 
tishing is now at its peak. navaga

, . ”e spent some time at the Gor'ki collective
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January
and deputy of the USSR 
Kolesnikov :

From the
of the Norilsk combine M Supreme Soviet, B.

The combine's subdivisions ar» ïhlTm^ i"»«i=i«tly to demand conditions
The demand for many services is not being
satisfied...
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Vladimirov was elected chairman, at a time when the 
collective was considered to be in arrears. When he 
started his job Vladimirov literally had to move to a 
new location : the collective was transferred from 
the regional centre to a remote little settlement 
some sixty kilometres away.

One of the most acute problems facing the 
Far North is the question of unemployment among some 
of the indigenous populations. This arises owing to 
the fact that sometimes the Chukchis, Koryaks, 
Itelmens and other native residents end up being 
forced to leave their natural occupations, such as 
reindeer husbandry. The Gor'ki collective farm has 
dealt with this problem as well. The workers 
employed on the farm belong to many ethnic groups. 
Almost half of the workers are Koryaks and they have 
mastered a wide variety of trades, such as are needed 
on an advanced, multipurpose farm, which is involved 
in various economic activities. In fact, apart from 
fish, of which 11,000 tonnes are produced every year, 
the farm also has a commercial reindeer husbandry 
operation and raises poultry and animals for its own 
use.

What is the secret of the farm's impressive 
success? Concern for people. The farm's social 
programme has been thought out down to the smallest 
detail. Good housing is being constructed, along 
with the necessary every-day communal services 
projects. Warm, mobile trailers, with all modern 
conveniences, including showers, have been devised 
for the reindeer herdsmen. Previously there was no 
television, now there is. Many of the
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collect^e-tarm workers prefer to spend their
olidays at home", without travelling to the central or southern regions of the country. 9 central

Izvestiya
2 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

The Far North Remains A Difficult Place To Live In
A scientific laboratory has been cot- nr-*

ir^th1 A?SR) to studY the problems which arise
the lives of people who inhabit the Far North.

laboratory. Thi^^L^he0^!^6 "*** °f th® newus :
"The Far North is still 

for people to settle in. 
find such

a difficult place
. . Perhaps some people mava statement paradoxical, but, neverthJP« 

everyone who goes North encounters serious problem”'
v . „ "Thus, for example, in the region of theÊmsWéfÂrthe normal alternation of light and dark.

no

used to

night causf Newcomers'to suffer^rêm^epresîion1"
««val. remain in low spirits for some time’

whieh JT* a9ain' f°r examPle' a lQng drawn-out day, 
which has run on for months irritates people and
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upsets their nervous systems. It has been calculated 
that the majority of conflict situations arise during 
this period. And hence come mistakes and wrongly 
made decisions, which sometimes lead to accidents and 
incidents on the job.

“People living in the Far North are more 
frequently subject to all kinds of illnesses," continued Suslov. "But even so, tens of thousands of 
people regularly come here from various parts of the 
Soviet Union. Just our industrial association 
"Severgazprom", which is responsible for transporting 
and producing gas, alone employees workers from 
seventy five towns and villages throughout the USSR. 
They work as drill-riggers, gasfield workers, 
chauffeurs and construction workers, engineers and 
rig-builders. Of course, under such harsh conditions they have a difficult time of it. Their productivity 
drops sharply, their thinking and working 
capabilities decline and indeed, many of them just 
can't take, what I would call, so much ecological 
overload. Many, who are not able to settle in 
properly, leave the northern regions. And this 
presents us with yet another problem, this time an 
economic one."

"What do you mean exactly?"
"The fact is that a so-called man-year in 

the Far North costs roughly between twenty and forty 
thousand rubles. That's what it costs for seasonal 
"transients", drill-rig workers or fitters, for

This figure includes wages, the cost of
In a word, all the 

However, this outlay isn't 
justified. The reason for that arises from the 
factors which I have already mentioned. This is why it was decided to create the Central Scientific

example. 
providing housing and food 
life necessities.
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Research Laboratory for the Study of Problems 
ffectmg Man in the Far North Theattached to I'Severgazpro^wMch o^atSs* ^ “

lottlïlTnMTe c^rai^r °bLst= *"d *■
task of the laboratory JS?^TonîtslTX''
OharaSSM PaVl^^h^um^^

p?Sducîlvè?"the NOrth £ul1^ «»«= efLctlv^nd9

The

, Aleksandr Suslov told us about the
lirs^l aïl Thr„7S deVel°Ped by the laboratory. 
.. 7 f1, the Plan Proposes that the work *timetable be changed. At the moment the 
ifteen-day system is in force, 

calls for the introduction of the 
shift-expeditionary" method, two months.

so-called
approachThe new

with "shifts" lasting

There are plans for setting centres in the Far North for y
particularly specialists, 
under extreme conditions.

. . up special
training workers, 

who will be able to work

and communs 1-service ^complex, ^hich^will a.S°Cial
individual trailer-modules! Each o£ XÜ '=on=“t °*
will be given a field of speciaUzatio!!?8* n'°dUle8 
a mental-health office, with a winter mini-film-theatre. r

one will be 
-garden and

Another will be a steambath. 
house a gymnasium, with special work- A third will 

out equipment.
Izvestiya 
3 March 1988 
Page 1 (extract)
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TRANSPORT AIR

When Coming In For A Landing
A black spot, ploughed land right next to the 

tarmac ; just off the runway lies a torn-off wing, a motor 
and then the plane itself, twisted and upside down.

Aleksei Markiyanovich Goryashko, the chairman of 
the State Committee for the Investigation of Aircraft 
Accidents, speaks hesitantly. He finds it hard to say what he has to say :

"On February 28th, at 4.08 hours Moscow time, a 
TU-134 aircraft belonging to the Byelorussian Civil 
Aviation Administration crashed at the Surgut airport.
When coming into land, in fact just before touching down, 
the plan veered off course, hit the ground and crashed. A 
fire broke out, but within three minues was put out by the 
airport's firefighting services. Within thirty five 
minutes all those who had been hurt in the accident had 
been evacuated and transported to two city hospitals.
There have been fatalities. The airport has remained open 
to traffic. The administrative commission, which has been 
set up, has offered help to the families of the those who 
died in the crash, as well as of those who were injured..."

Who was on board the doomed plane? Tour of duty 
shift workers, along with women and children. What about 
the crew? The copilot and two stewardesses died. How did 
the airport rescue services react? Every second counted

"The shift had ended and the men had come 
outside. They just happened to hear the uproar and saw 
the flash," air-technician Arkadii Dzhaak told your 
reporter. "They rushed over there. All they were carrying with them were screwdrivers. They ran up. The



I went out on the apron to meet the 
caught sight of a fire on the 
yet sounded. 
foreman of the 
the boys there, 
trucks. ^ 
had tried to

plane. I 
The alarm hadn't 

Sergei Solodov, 
"I warned

runway.I rushed to the squadroom, 
apron crew, told your reporter.HrS “££

The

The seconds went by...
xt . "Dzhaak kind of drove up in a ru<?h "
Necheporenko, an engineer. "They attached 
door and started tugging. Clouds of smoke 
opening. I remember that Dzhaak i and rushed up to the plane, 
asked the firemen for 
found."

said Sergei 
a cable to the 
came out of the Dumped out of his truck He started to choke. He 

a smoke helmet, but one couldn't be

The seconds went by
"Oleg Vilkov, Vitalii Dranitsin and Igor' Medvedev plunged into the plane," recalled in»L ■ ■ 

Batalin. "They carried a man out °lxi
airport doctor and nurse bent over the victims?^ 
then that the town fire department 
scene. Wearing oxygen masks thev the plane with impunity."

The
, It wasalso arrived on the 

were able to go inside

49

accident occurred about two hundred metres from the

SSSrSt -eÆ 25:-Th- *-
The seconds went by...

Qi
K
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The seconds went by, every one representing a
human life.

In three minutes the fire was out and within 
thirty five minutes the people had been evacuated from the 
plane

Il II

An investigation of the accident is under way and 
we have not doubt that the causes will be uncovered, 
guilty parties will be severely punished

Yes, it's important to find the specific cause of 
the accident, to understand completely what happened and 
to learn whatever lessons we can from this disaster.

The

Trud
1 March 1988 
Page 4 (full text)
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transport land

a Motor Vehicle...A Hinhu,, Fift Below Zero

j*:v-
operate at low temperatures, up ?o lo* deSlgned tobelow zero.

s:-;;»™;s: Fthe.technical regul 'au^o? ^g*^dS

formulated°hereyatS N°“hern conditions ITVT

over a

and

been

Nevertheless, the development of sDenialK^lV^^a^l ^ °£ alloia?hehbS beenfturnl"9 o»t vehicles modified ^omobile
plants tSSt results* The models of Îhe
Plants, alas, have yet to reach the assembly lines.

the North 
other

, _ The situation is especiallv bad in
Wlt^ the production of urban 
the inhabitants of the North, 
forward long ago with specific 
models from the Likino and 
the manufacturers have 
modifications.

• ^ connectionand inter-urban busses for 
The testing stations 
requirements for 

Lvov motor vehicle 
not even started with the

effiniof They ca*3 onlY look with envy to the
IVEm m -Per 3nCe ?£ their counterparts at theIVECO-Magirus company (Federal Republic of 
Problems associated with their

came 
altering 

plants—but

Germany).
are onlyvehicles, which
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now undergoing testing, are scheduled to be eliminated by 
the autumn; an improved model will be ready for testing in November.

Izvestiya29 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

Unusual Delivery Runs
The drivers employed by the Deputatskii trucking 

centre have carried out some difficult and unusual 
delivery runs. Using "ZIL-131" trucks, specially equipped 
to carry extra-long loads, they have delivered for the 
first time twenty-five metre-long boom spans for a walking 
excavator to the "Nerskii" placer mine at Oimyakon.

Now they will start delivering other, 
non-standard parts for the one and a half thousand tonne, 
twenty cubic-metre giants, 
operating at the sites being worked by "Indigirzoloto".

Sotsialisticheskaya

Two such machines will soon be

Industtiya "3 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)
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TRANSPORT WATER

Lessons From A Polar Experiment

-sUp“e?ou"lyhrep^a bytUary

SlililiEllâ:passage of a convoy of ships to Ansflvr ,, y Y but it was not just the nature? e^ments^^?^ 
and prevented the delivery of an nrïSïîï? fc interfered to Chukotka. y urgently required cargo

The ice breaker-transport Aleksoi r-w-i ^i,
thou9 U^1°aded at the borage of Ma^idan Marine Port’ 
thousand tonnes of high-quality cement ? °,*
the shore of Nagaeva Bay in the Sea of Okhotsk furthersouth and west of where originally intended! This
maritime operation, which lasted a number of dav! ™ 4-
miilion rubles according to the preliminary estimate 3

was
Six

Let us recall the crux of the matter 
powerful ice breaker Ermak and the AioVc^diesel-electric, upgrSdiTArctic^ltgf îhlp:hlrlkov- a
incapable of breaking a passage through to their 
destination on the eastern seaboard of Chukotka tw 
literally got stuck in the ice on the aonl Y Nikolai [Kosa Nikolaya] in the Ana^y? „„
line of some three hundred and fifty kilometerc A strai9ht the vessel from its destined poiJtîf «SKS 
began to put down an ice road from the shore to two Î- 
convoy, but this venture came to a sudden end ?ath!rP 
dramatically: one of the bulldozers on â cîea"no 
assignment fell through the ice. earing

had been
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The Far Eastern Steamship Line proposed to 
implement the unloading, even if only a part of the 
cement, by helicopters. The customers, enterprises of the 
Ministry of Energy and Electrification, the USSR Ministry 
of the Maritime Fleet, and Gosagroprom, declined the 
offer. Nor did they accept the seamen's suggestion that 
the cargo be landed in some other Chukchee ports. The Far 
Eastern Line then sent the convoy back around Kamchatka 
through the Sea of Okhotsk—to Magadan.

This is how important construction material spent 
about one month wandering around on a thousand-mile 
journey only to end up a thousand kilometres from where it 
was desperately required. What do the partners involved 
in this experiment have to say about it toady?

G. Pikus, First Deputy General Director, Far 
Eastern State Combine of the Maritime Fleets

"This freight convoy has demonstrated that 
nature, as always, has to be treated with respect. We 
should have set out for Anadyr earlier. Long-term 
observations tell us that it is easier for ships in the area around the shallow estuary in January. But 
everything does not depend on us. We had requested that 
the allotment of the shipment be speeded up, but 
Magadanglavsnab [Magadan Main Supply Administration] 
behaved shortsightedly. As we understood it, they had 
hoped to obtain six thousand tonnes of cement in excess of 
regular annual stocks, but they did not get it and so they 
had to reallocate their available stocks. This wasted 
time. The convoy arrived at its destination just as a 
prolonged cyclone had completely obstructed the estuary

Yu. Shilulenko, Head of the Anadyr Construction 
and Installation Administration of "Arktikstroi" [Arctic 
Construction and Installation Trust]:



"We are currently outfitting 
the settlement of Beringovskii. 
kilometres of roadless country 
needed to deliver even 250 ton

a sled caravan to That means 300 solid 
Three convoys will beof cement

V. Shakirov, Head, Magadanglavsnab:
"We have no connection with that operation sinw

AdmiPf°=ur;mer|t “as done by Soyuzglavtsement [Main Administration] directly through 
[Vladivostok Administration 
Materials]..."

.. Cement
£or
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helicopte/to Cap^Nikolar^Bu^th*6 the Cargo by 
that under the existing condithe economists calculated
a hundred days M ^

result stares you in the face: 
shipment that was ordered, 
without which construction will 
delivered by aircraft from

one

. The endwe did not receive the 
Now this indispensable cement, come to a halt, must beMagadan

«m ^ V* Psh°nyanik, Deputy Director, 
Magadanenergostroi" [Magadan Construction 
Installation of Thermoelectric

"We have no choice; we will have to chin 
cement from the oblast center by aircraft in oh last until maritime operations [begin aaainl der to at least 300 to 400 tonnes " 9 again]' we require

S. Erkhan,

andPower Plants] Trust:

Head, Anadyr Rural ConstructionCombine :

• c
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And so, the delivery contract was not met; an 
emergency convoy that had no success turned into a massive 
cost increase. I would not hazard a guess as to whether 
the purchasers' request to engage a shallow-draft ice 
breaker in the operation in the estuary would have 
helped--that is a matter for the experts. But this will 
not get us to the root of a complicated situation that was 
unpleasant for everyone concerned. Why, indeed, was it 
only after the close of the shipping season, during which 
everything that is required in the Far North is shipped 
there, that the Chukotka construction workers sounded the 
alarm?

It turns out that enough cement was delivered to 
Chukotka—the imported BS-12 - 1958 brand. According to a 
finding of "Stroimaterialintorg" [Building Materials 
Import] Combine, the cement that was furnished "met GOST 
requirements and could be equated with the Soviet 400 
brand." The cement had been tested. Then when the 
shipping season had ended and everything had frozen, the 
Ferroconcrete Scientific Research Institute of Gosstroi 
USSR concluded that it was not possible to use the 
imported cement in the Far Northern environment.

This cement, however, had been shipped to 
Chukotka previously. How does it come about thât no one 
had come to the realization that it was unsuited to local 
conditions sooner? 
immediately began saying that the imported cement was not 
suited to our frosts."

"No, " S. Erkhan declares, "we

"As early as April," recalls Yu. Shipulenko, "we 
began bombarding the head of Magadanglavsnab with 
telegrams urgently requesting that Chukotka construction 
organizations be supplied with 500 brand cement. In fact, 
laboratory research on the cement we had on hand revealed 
its zero-value frost resistance. But we did not receive 
the necessary construction material during the open 
shipping season."
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m j , Yes," agrees V. Shakirov, the head of
unsuitabilit^of th^ th.
Soyuzglavtsement. llVTe^Vel " ad*™*°°*
positive expert appraisal was a document about a

And that is how the 
and the inadequate exactions about the

carelessness of the suppliers 
of the consumers brought 

And now that„ emergency experiment.
Magadanglavsnab, directly 
Far North and Far East of 
nothing to do with the 
off their sins 
in the Subarctic.

very same
responsible for supplying the 
the USSR, acts as if it had 

matter. It suits 
on the vagaries of the everyone to write 

natural conditions

Izvestiya
18 March 1988 
Page 6 (full text)

Winter-Spring Run To The Yamal Peninsula

with ^ln,nla
^Monchegorsk" and "Tiksi" of the Murmansk ShiplinesVeSSelS 
each already made one trip. A third vessel 
Arkhangelsk", under the command of Captain'R Iar-if v 

has left Murmansk. The following is a renort- * g£ltskY' trips through the ice of the Barents and Kaïa seas°" 636 
progressing and how the Murmansk longshoremen 
to maintain a continuous Murmansk-Yamal-Murmansk

have

are 
are working 

conveyor.
. v We h*ve to admit that there is no conveyor vet

Y?ma?°?kerS °a the Kanda^aksha Port, who were taken to * 
Yamal to speed up unloading, have to stand around idle 
There is absolutely no planning of loading and *operations in the Murmansk port. It took^D^o! L f^ng 
days to load 6,600 tonnes of freight * approximately 8
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The vessel finally departed on its trip.
The first ice fields were encountered in the 

vicinity of Kanin Nos. At first the vessel managed on its 
own, and later the nuclear-powered "Arktika" became its 
guide. This time, the "Arkhangelsk" was to unload at two 
points on the Yara-Yakha R. The shortest way would have 
been via Yugorsky Shar, but helicopter reconnaissance 
showed that there were vast ice-hummock fields at the 
approaches to the channel. A course was set for Karskiye 
Vorota. At this time of the year, the strait is rarely free of ice.

An ice breaker was called upon to smash through 
the hummocks and to cut a path around the vessel. This 
continued mile after mile. Open water was reached at the 
Bolvansky Nos traverse. The shore lead was soon replaced 
by continuous ice fields. On the third day, we spotted 
the lights of the icebreaker "Kapitan Dranitsyn", which 
was waiting at the entrance to the channel which had been 
cleared to the shore ice unloading site.

The nuclear-powered "Arktika" had completed its 
role of guide ; the depth did not allow it to go farther. 
First mate S. Slavgorodsky stood on the bridge of the 
"Arkhangelsk" with second mate D. Yelokhov and helmsman 
A. Rybakov. A searchlight skimmed over the hummocks. 
Only the keen eye of a seaman could distinguish the channel blocked with crushed ice.

"The Kapitan Dranitsyn could have made a better 
channel," remarked S. Slavgorodsky, "our motor vessel is like an ice breaker itself, but has difficulty cutting 
through, always having to back up."

The "Kapitan Dranitsyn" finally advanced and cut 
around us, renewing the channel. We got word from shore 
that an all-purpose vessel was heading our way.
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., Tell the boys in the engine room to take he*-r+- »saxd the captain, "we've got oni/two mUes ïe!t to go!»'

We her! a ?*Y br°ke* The temperature stood at only -20 °C We had delivered two drilling rigs, a bulldozer and
exoedltïonTSn °l ^ arctlc ™”ine geologîclï expeditions. Boatswain V. Pakholchuk, seaman N Zenkov
arctic seam^ead^f >t^f V T °^er -P^ienied 
unload this cargo în fl/2 hours! ' Pu9achev "ana9ed to

Ere1! P^F 1first of the lines is expected to be laid next
Y?r?-Yakha' located at the mouth of 

which it has been named, will become 
which a large quantity of freight, 
large-diameter pipes, will be

and the
year.

the river after 
a major ice wharf at including

unloaded.
The Arkhangelsk" did not start nn if- _ ■ until Captain Igritsky was certain that all the ngi^es 

machinery had reached the shore safely After thatP 6 3nd proceeded northward along the western coast o! !em!l tl
the6 Mordyyakhe^R^^That ^s'the SitTnc*.^
S'5!."ïï»f|:î!"r When travellln9 th-“9h the h2avyU!ce

Vodnvi Transport 
19 March 1988 
Page 2 (slightly 
abridged)
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If the Point of Destination is the Far North
At present, more than 50% of all man hours 

expended during loading and unloading operations are 
needed to repackage cargo.

The reasons for this are numerous. For example, 
many freight dispatchers violate the USSR State Standard 
(GOST 15846-79) which stipulates that cargo destined for 
regions in the Far North must be packaged. Here is a good 
example. During the past navigational period, the Omsk 
port alone received 78,600 tonnes of flour, mixed feeds, 
salt, sugar and cement in bulk for areas of the Far North 
in the Tyumen Region. The same port also received flour 
in stropped bales of bags. These stropped bales were 
received from the flour mills of the Kuibyshev, Yaroslavl, 
Sverdlovsk, Ulyanovsk, Kurgan, Saratov and Novosibirsk 
regions, as well as the Krasnoyarsk Territory. Most of 
the bales did not conform to standard requirements. Many 
of the suppliers formed the bales without first flattening 
the bags, and the strops were not sufficiently tight. The 
freight cars were not adequately prepared, i.e. nails were 
not removed and hooks were not wrapped in burlap or kraft 
paper, which naturally led to the breaking of bales and 
their spoilage. As a result, the losses of valuable cargo 
increased.

On their own initiative, the longshoremen of Omsk 
got together last summer to discuss the unloading of 
stropped bales of flour. The participants of this seminar included representatives of the Syzran, Cherepanovo, 
Novosibirsk, Kan, Shuchansk and Artemovsk flour mills.

However, the work carried out did not produce the 
anticipated effect. In spite of this, deliveries of flour to the far northern regions will continue to grow. The 
Ministry of Grain Products of the RSFSR should, therefore, take immediate measures to improve the baling of flour.



The minimum number of their products to the 
determined so ha ri 
business ties it th

enterprises that direct northern regions should also be 
er ports could set 
suppliers. up strong

Vodnyi Transport 
lb March 1988 
Page 1 (slightly 

abridged)

A Trip Through Ice
Yesterday, the seamen of the Soviet 1?=,- 

completed a most difficult transport operation** northwestern part of the Sea of Okhotsk. Two mont^6 
to the start of summer navigation in the Arctic priordelivered over 200 tonnes of economic Arctlc' theY 
inhabitants of the North Evenki

East

cargo to theDistrict.

Sovetskaya Rossiya 
12 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

Navigation begins Early
The icebreaker "Kapitan Chudinov" 

operations on the Irtysh R. has begun in the vicinity of Omsk.
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New systems of loading freight cars with bales of flour 
which would prevent brpaVano ^ ^ flour,

!*::FMr"
new

loading of freight

> 
<u
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Navigation began several days earlier than usual 
on this great Siberian river. Vessels with the first 
cargoes will soon depart from the wharves of the Omsk 
freight port. They will carry slag, crushed stone and 
sand to different parts of the Omsk Region. In mid May, 
motor vessels will leave the Omsk port with cargoes for 
the oil-industry workers of the Tyumenian North.

Sovetskaya Rossiya
12 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

Through the Ice To the Yamal Region
Led by the nuclear-powered "Rossiya" and 

"Artika", a convoy of ships have unloaded their cargoes 
off the shores of the Yamal Peninsula. Altogether twelve 
thousand tonnes of reinforced concrete products, piping 
and building materials intended for the construction of 
the surface facilities of the Bovanenko gas-condensate 
field have now been delivered to the Arctic.

This time the Yamal shipping season wa,s opened by 
two cargo ships, the "Monchegorsk" and the "Tiksi".
Between Murmansk and Amderma the convoy moved through more 
or less open water and it was only when they reached the 
Yugorskii-Shar Strait that the ships were held up by heavy 
ice.

Several days later the convoy reached Yamal, 
the mouth of the Mordyyakha River, sub-contracting 
organizations of the "Severgazprom" Association and the 
"Urengoigazpromstroi" Trust prepared an ice mooring and

At
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put up a temporary settlement 
hundred people. capable of housing
en route to their destinations"^^6 one

cargoes are already local ice-roads.
Izvestiva
30 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

New Economic-Mana 
Magadan ement System Could Revolutionise Port of

Cost Accounting Brings Subcontractor* Together
.. ^ The icebreaker "Magadan" has
the harbour of the largest 
part of the USSR.
Kapitan Khlebnikov 
convoying the ships which 
Kolyma and Chukotka.

reported for duty in seaport in the north-eastern She arrived there to assist the
and the "Erofei Khabarov", to join in 

delivering cargoes towere

This assistance came at just the rin>,t 
for the extremely cold weather which has recently held' 
sway there, has suddenly made the alreadv ^t , eldsituation off the northern coasts of th^sfa oj . „ 
n,uch worse. At the end of February dozens °tSk
miles of heavy ice blocked the 
towards Magadan, 
sixteen hours in order to 
enable the port to function

of nauticalpassage of ships heading 
are now spending up to 

overcome this barrier and to 
Since last 

new economic

Icebreakers
__ . , normally.port workers have been working under 
conditions.

year the

"We have to thank the crews of the icebreakers
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Boldychev.
been of immeasurable importance. 
would be a shame if our workers were to slip up now after 
the serious problems they had to cope with last year, know, a lot of people were afraid that the new 
economic-management conditions would prove onerous for our workers who, on the whole, are a happy lot.

The help they have offered us this year has
And, you'll agree, it

You

However, these concerns proved unjustified. 
After a year the enterprise has improved its economic 
situation even more. An excellent improvement in labour productivity has been achieved, an increase of 7% in 
excess of that which was called for in the plan. The portworkers received bonus funds of approximately one and a 
half million rubles, much of which went into the economic 
incentives fund. As a result, an agreement was concluded 
for the construction of two thirty-apartment buildings, 
using the enterprise's own labour. The first building is 
already under construction and will be ready for occupancy 
this year. This will represent visible proof for the 
workers of how profitable their work can be under the 
economic management system. new

By the way, they have also started to put up a 
workers' dormitory here and the question of having their 
own polyclinic has been settled. Funds have also been 
allocated for the planning of a recreational and sports 
centre. And, we should note that all this will be paid 
for from funds earned in the course of just one year.

For outside workers, this is already the second 
year under the new economic-management conditions. The 
port-workers are also pleased with the new system. The 
planned goals for the handling of cargoes are being 
successfully met. In January, for example, revenues were considerably over-plan. Instead of six hundred thousand 
rubles, the workers made a million. However, it would premature to claim that all the difficulties are over.
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Last year the port was switched 
balanced-accounting and 
from the Ministry, 
with the lower—level 
work-brigades?

over to the
self-financing system, by orders 

to speak. What, then, will happen 
economic units, that is, the

ssl r\£..?nds^LSndardizing labour procedures. The fant- thaf „ ,
- psychologically unprepared also played a role ^FoF-ocÆ^ïïîss îs^^isa^

by the completed assignment/
, contract. And in Januarv ■n-ia-K 4

srhfps ::°th;hceo°tutset to =peedup^ "»ndi“gpo°rible 
tïS,oît.iî;.Cïïîïï,î5i:*™“1 and =h°“en the turnaround

first to 
as far

were

system of payment/that is, 
and the collective

the

Now the wages and material incentive* 
depends directly on the total revenueaI ÏZ the amount of wages and of the bonus paid to L?® ^me 
are decided upon by the workers t-homcF o each worker
the individual's contribution to the common cJus^1"9 °n 
future the other work-brigades of dock-workers 
operators will also have to make the 
economic-management conditions.

can hard^r^ecLYtHay llfTi T*?*™ 
by the sub-contracting tru^wo°rLit and^by't^recîplelts 
of the cargoes involved. Unfortunately in this llll things are not progressing very satisfactorily 0fLn 
those involved show that they are still not aïèrse to 
solving their problems at one another's expense. The

In the 
and machine 

transition to the new
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barriers which hamper a co-operative approach to the job 
at hand must be eliminated as quickly as possible and 
relations between the various parties involved in these 
operations must be conducted on the basis of mutual 
profitability, come
off to the Ministry of the Merchant Marine, 
of the efforts to reform the port operations depend to a 
large extent on whether or not efficient and intelligent 
solutions to such questions as these can be found.

In this regard the Magadan workers have up with their own suggestions which they have sent
The progress

Pravda
1 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)

They Aren't Waiting For The Summer Shipping Season
Seamen employed in the Far-East have completed a 

complex operation in the north-eastern sector of the Sea 
of Okhotsk. Two months before the beginning of the Arctic 
summer shipping season they delivered more than 2000 
tonnes of cargo to the inhabitants of the Severo-Evensk 
Raion. Led by the icebreaker "Magadan", the 
diesel-electric motorship, "Penzhina", made the run from 
Nagaeva Bay through the ice. The ship was unloaded onto 
the off-shore ice in the Varkhalamskaya Gulf. From there 
the freight was delivered to the settlement of Evensk on 
snowmobiles via a winter ice road. From Evensk the 
snowmobile convoys, carrying equipment, machinery and 
vehicles followed a snow-bound route which took them 
a three-hundred kilometre route to the basin of the taiga 
river Omolon, where geologists are working.

over

Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya 12 March 1988 
Page 1 (full text)



«TiZf + f fhlps at the Tymen' Shipyard, N. Tissin Y

SÏÏÏ programme. ^This^is^hy ÎE ïï£'bl f
ships needing moderate repairs fell Lrin m6^a^e for 
schedule. We also fell behind when itcameLSe^ , 
technical readying of the fleet's shine v ° the flnal did not have, seventeen vessel ready by‘the" 
ebruary; this included six self-propelled 

nad been hoped that we would be ablp n = -t-^vmiddle of February, but... we weren't ab?f? Up by the 
suffering from a serious shortage of ^hiis ■ *?««. We
welders and electricians." P ssemblers,

The

of
It

are

The Deputy Director spoke 
difficulties which arose during thil\£.lr 
objective cauîes'oî tofdll^*
reason; what is being done at the plant to cLto 
quickly and to meet the schedules, 
hear. By everything your reporter 
has been no serious discussion 
might overcome the delays in the

programme.

up more
your reporter didn't 
could see, there still 

at the plant as to how they 
ships' repairs
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Tyumen' Shi ard Fall Behind Schedule with Ship Repairs
c. , .. IrVhe.0b'~Irtysh Steamship Line, the first t
early as^D^i?^9 Season are the Overmen of Tyumen'=î toe Turî todfïï loSo! shlP= °"to the wïto
the Honda, the Irtysh and the Ob'^to J°^ed ^bys to 
which thp l qqd ^ tact, the pace atof Western Siberia^nirtoVcons^ra^e^xtont^rth 
™?ar 6=5 °£ these ten for the first 6

As

voyages of the

•H 
(A
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Otherwise, how can we explain that even thoughprogramme.
there is a serious manpower shortage at the Tyumen1 
Shipyard, the men who man the ships are extremely badly organized?

Judge for yourselves. Today, when the peak of the ships' repairs activity is long since over, there 
isn't a single work-brigade at the plant, recruited from 
among the ships' crews. It's amazing, but here the 
team-contract method of labour organization, which is now 
accepted as a standard mode of operation everywhere, is 
here only mentioned sotto voce. Why is this? Why is the 
team-contract system not in favour among the Tyumen' 
rivermen? Your reporter was not even able to get a clear answer to this question from those in charge of the Tyumen 1 shipyard.

They cited various reasons. Even that the crews 
of the ships have now started making a lot more money, 
that the men manning the fleet are now more willing to do 
convoy and guard duty, only not in work-teams. Of course, 
because of the increase in duty rates and wage scales, the 
situation in the fleet has changed. And one cannot reject 
such facts. However, the main reason nevertheless lies 
elsewhere, in the attitude of the people in charge of the 
plant - the Director Yu. Filippov and the Chief Engineer, 
I. Dobrolyubov, to the question of ships' repairs. At the 
moment their number one priority is shipbuilding and 
machine-building. Only then comes the task of preparing 
the fleet. Isn't this the reason why there has been 
support at the Tyumen' Shipyard for another progressive 
method of repairing ships - "all-out" trouble-shooting. 
This year not one ship entrusted to the yard has been 
dealt with in this way.

no

We know that in recent years, year-round 
cost-accounting in the fleet has proved to be a dependable aid to the whole ships' repair process. At the Tyumen'
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Mhi?ïwfa 9rouP'.listing of twenty tugboats, with

i^ansrs1-
^;;;SE>E:£a^T'''-v”"r--1aen:?ttw°?th

is oonoerned, that is the'stëa^ship Hnef not one^t^of
whole oftSf^r11- h3S been honoured. Throughout the 
line to another PPlnTheemInn th?y bounced ships from one
and the Tobol, âüholgh theV^le” Llig^d"' ^
and the Nadym. Unfortunately, there has 9 
discussion about the final 
season.

to the Sob' 
been no serious 

results of the shippino Moreover, during the winter they even foraot
prepares it^ship^îl by^tselfÎ^Fur^her^ore^U • ^no 
W-mSVSSÎ groupCwasn^t ^.completing the'motorship

are the . f^p"hlCh
For example, the yard is planning t^in^re^irTon^he 

now the vessel h
senior officers. The ST-146 is lying without'* iîï?* 
engineer. The repair work on the passenger sh!p"Tobor-°r 
has fallen behind the management's timetable ship has to start operating at the begi^ning'of Mav°9 A« 
far as such vessels as the MP-476 and9the MP-769 aïê A 
concerned, the shipyard workers haven't even stlrtJ « 
them at all. Moreover, these barges still haven't? k °n 
cleaned out. No one knows just who will Dreneno 6e* 
the new shipping season and when they will be ready?”* °r

Vodnyi Transport 
17 March 1988 
Page 2 (full text)

ST-151 in June.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Improving Foreign Economic Ties With The Kola Peninsula
The visits of M.S. Gorbachev to Murmansk in 

October 1987 and N.I. Ryzhkov to Norway and Sweden in 
January 1988 gave a new impetus to the search in the USSR 
and the Scandinavian countries for ways of implementing 
the project for the comprehensive processing of the 
natural resources of the Kola Peninsula.

Yurii Zosimovich Balakshin, Chairman of the 
[Murmansk] Provincial Soviet of People's Deputies, spoke 
with our correspondent, V. Shlome, on related and other 
foreign economic concerns of enterprises in Murmansk Province.

"Our province has a good combination of skilled 
workers and a unique mineral base, a developed 
infrastructure and considerable scientific potential, in 
addition to being dependably supplied with energy 
resources. This creates good opportunities for broad 
co-operation between our enterprises and partners not only 
on an all-union, but also international level. ' Recent 
agreements in Scandinavia give new scope to the 
development of initiative and enterprise on behalf of the 
province's economic managers and work collectives.

Enterprises of the Kola Peninsula annually export 
hundreds of millions of rubles worth of produce. 
thousands of northerners through their labour enhance the 
international prestige of such large provincially-based 
exporters as the "Sevryba" All-Union Fish-Industry 
Associaion, the "Nikel'", "Apatit" and "Murmanles" 
Production Associations, the Kovdor and Olenegorsk Mining 
and Metallurgical Combines of the USSR Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy, and the "Kovdorslyuda" Combine.

Tens of
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We understandably devote special attention to th? 
development of the export potential of these and other 
enterprises under Union jurisdiction. It it thes!
*î-!;prlse; Wlth productive and cadre potentials
of ?honntMks“hï5h taieYîa?tl0lStS ^ the i-'Plementation
together by tL^e^f br°U9ht

. Firms from Finland, Norway, Sweden and other
states are most interested in the possibility for -joint 
development and use of non-waste technologies in the 
comprehensive use of mineral raw materials, the 
deveiopment of the province's agro-industrial complex 
efficient use of the resources of northern seas and ' 

oceans, and in a number of other
the

areas.
Initial reassuring examples already exist of th* comprehensive use of raw materials. Thus, one of th^

tech1Sï £lr”S “hlch Participated in the development of 
technology is now supplying equipment to the new 
concentration plant of the "Apatit" Production
thî°f1-=^0ne- ^°lnts of co-operation are being defined in he fishing industry and in construction.
th* ™ .In ^he ci^ies and districts of Murmansk Province 
the construction of housing and other social faci i i t--i proceediugat a swift pace? Old highways Le be^g'158 “ 
reconstructed and new ones are beina laid Rm- ^ satisfied with the pace of this wor? Fo^eionV V** n0toffer their service?, which Se? inXrnf^X^SdX 
accept on a mutually beneficial basis. Recently for exampie, discussions took place between Y>
L Glavmurmanskstroi"]* and one of the Finnish firms["Glavmurmanskstroi"J 
establishment of a joint enterprise for the 
door assemblies and window units, 
proposals.

on the 
manufacture ofThere are other
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Good opportunities exist for interaction with 
reindeer-breeders. Conditions also exist for the 
establishment of an integrated enterprise for (a) tanning 
leather, (b) processing the by-products of slaughtered 
reindeer, and (c) the manufacture of consumer goods.

We expect much from an improvement in the 
activities of Arctic "Intourist" enterprises and their 
closer co-operation with similar organizations in 
neighbouring countries. For example, the accelerated 
reconstruction of the Lotta-Murmansk highway with Finnish 
participation will give new impetus not only to business 
co-operation, but will also make it possible to at least double tourist exchange.

Still other possible objectives of international 
co-operation in the Kola Peninsula to the benefit of 
business partners are starting to appear. Of course, by 
no means all tasks can be accomplished with the resources 
and means of our province. But we have a foreign economic sphere which is almost completely in our hands. I refer 
to borderline trade and direct business contacts between 
our enterprises and neighbouring Scandinavian partners.The resulting earnings are directed towards thq 
strengthening of the material base of enterprises and 
partly towards the acquisition abroad of consumer goods.

For the Arctic, to where nearly all food 
products, including vegetables and fruits, are brought in from the outside, it is very important to ensure the 
preservation of these products on the spot during the long 
Arctic winter. And so it is impossible to do without 
secure storehouses. This is why we used our borderline 
trade earnings to also purchase modern vegetable and fruit 
storehouses from Finnish firms. Four of them, with a 
capacity of up to 10,000 tonnes each, are already being 
put to use. The "Sevryba" All-Union Fish-Industry
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Association and ["Kandalakshtorg"]* have used these 
earnings to obtain refrigerators, industrial equipment. spare parts and

wear.
In a word, experience has been gained 

definite start has been made. and a
substantially expanding the participation of the province
many diff^cultie^in'the prLtîLÎ^ eXhaUsted- 
foreign economic activities 
provincial and higher levels.

restructuring of 
must still be overcome both at

but^n^r^\9n^ap?nSa\vSnSSESreox?3er?°"s?ow

potential. However, our provincial "currency winners" 
even though being the biggest exporters of their specific 
produce on the world market, do not receive
ï™L°LC?rre?Cy deductions. At the same time, I must 
assert that only a small sum of these deductions would be 
enough to significantly accelerate the 
utilization of Murmansk's mineral

even a small

comprehensive
resources.

. .°5 ake the following problem. In accordance
with decisions of the USSR Council of Ministers on 
borderline trade, local enterprises and organizations 
granted the right to channel all above-plan produce 
towards direct borderline goods exchange. It is important 
that the branch ministries, with whom it will be necessary

were

* Suggested expansion of "Kandalakshtorg": 
Kandalaksha Trade Establishment. - Tr.
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to co-ordinate such goods exchange, not restrict their 
initiative. I say this not without purpose, since for the present, the export of any above-plan produce manufactured 
by an enterprise under Union jurisdiction is met with 
resistance by higher agencies. What is worse, at times 
authorization is given when the external market has lost interest in the given product.

We are also concerned with the following. Each 
year the RSFSR Ministry of Trade apportions market 
allocations for various products, including sea products, 
produced by Murmansk fleets. The portion of this produce 
not in demand by the population is sold in Finland.
Scarce meat and milk products are bought up with the 
earned currency. A setup which is naturally of benefit to 
us, the province, and the State. But often the executives 
of the USSR Ministry of Fisheries, obviously in pursuit of gross index figures on the internal market, deprive the 
province of the right to handle even a portion of what is, 
in essence, their disposable resources.

Each year, the Executive Committee of the 
Provincial Soviet of People's Deputies together with 
enterprise management are forced to undergo a long process 
of reconciliation with the USSR State Planning Committee, 
the USSR State Committee for Material and Technical Supply, ministries and departments in order to obtain 
export authorization for borderline shipments of various 
products. And this is notwithstanding the fact that these products (which are in demand on the external market) 
occasionally, for one reason or another, in abundance here 
at home. As a result, we lose the opportunity to obtain foreign exchange earnings. This is what happened, for 
example, with the apatite concentrate in 1986-1987, and 
this is not the only example.

I believe that the issuance of government 
purchase orders in borderline trade should be prescribed 
not for a one-year, but a five-year period, including

are
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orders for enterprises under Union jurisdiction. Nor must 
barriers be put up on the export of above—plan produce, 
giving local Soviets the opportunity to independently 
solve the problem of realizing market assets.

The other day the Politburo of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU examined the draft of the 
on measures to accelerate the development of Murmansk 
Province, which was drawn up by the USSR Council of 
Ministers taking due account of the results of 
M.S.

resolution

ComradeGorbachev's visit to the province, 
necessary to implement a complex of large-scale measures 
for building up and improving production potential and for 
comprehensively developing the unique natural 
the Kola Peninsula, 
will no doubt enhance 
foreign economic ties.

It was deemed

resources of 
measuresThe implementation of these 

our province's role in the country's

Ekonomicheskaya
Gazeta

March 1988, N°12 
Page 20 (full text)
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